BIG CIRCLE MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCING and CLOGGING

(United States)

Big Circle Mountain Square Dancing and Clogging has been danced for hundreds of years in western North Carolina, Virginia, and areas around the Great Smokey Mountains. The figures and sequences were presented by Evelyn and Glenn Bannerman at the 1972 University of the Pacific Folk Dance Camp and again in 1973.

MUSIC:
Records:
- Folkraft LP 36, "Big Circle Mountain Dance Music"
- Sunny Hills AC-712, "Boil Them Cabbage Down"
- Black Mountain 45-4552, "Boil Them Cabbage Down"
- Black Mountain 45-4555, "Cumberland Gap"
- RCA 447-0569, "Down Yonder"
- Jewel J1538, "It's Going to Take a Little Longer"

FORMATION: Big Circle—Eight or more cpls in a big circle, working in sets of two cpls, designated odd and even. Caller designates odd and even cpls and calls figures. Caller will also designate Lead cpl.

STEPS and STYLING:
Smooth walking shuffle.

Clogging: Basic Step—Shuffle with R ft (ct 1, ah), drop onto R ft, bending knee slightly (ct 2), straighten R knee sharply, letting ft slide bwd slightly (chug) (ct 3). At the same time, the L ft does a shuffle on cts 4, ah. Drop onto L ft, bending knee slightly (ct 4). Straighten L knee sharply (ct 5). The basic Clogging step can be done with embellishments according to the desire and skill of the dancer. It is done individually during Big Circle Dancing at appropriate times. For example, Circle Left and Right would be "smooth". Ladies (Gents) to the Center would be Clogging. Queen's (King's) Highway would be smooth when moving with partner, and Clogging when moving individually. The arms swing freely at the sides; keep body loose.

MUSIC 2/4

PATTERN

Measures

INTRODUCTION None. The caller will start with the musical phrase.

I. OPENING - BIG CIRCLE FIGURES

As required

Circle Left - All join hands, W to MR, circle CW.
Circle Right - All join hands, W to MR, circle CCW.
Single File - W in lead moving CCW (no hands).
Grand Right and Left - M move CCW, W move CW.
Swing - Ballroom pos, R hips adjacent, walk fwd around each other.
Promenade - Varsouvienne pos, walk CCW.

Queen's Highway - From a promenade, Lead W turn R outside circle and dance in opp direction, each successive W falling in behind. When Lead W meets her ptr, she turns (R) back into promenade pos. Each successive W follows.

King's Highway - From a promenade, Lead M turn R out behind his ptr to dance in opp direction around circle, each successive M falling in behind. Lead M step in behind his ptr when he completes the circle and then continue promenade. King's Highway may be started by Lead M following W in front of him on Queen's Highway.

London Bridge - From a promenade, Lead cpl reverse direction, M holding WR with his L, forming an arch over head of other dancers. Each cpl through the arch reverses direction to follow preceding cpl. When Lead cpl reaches end of line, they duck through arches until they reach the head, then promenade.

Roll the Ladies In - From over-the-shoulder promenade pos, keeping hands joined, W roll across in front of ptr turning L to end on inside.

Roll the Ladies Out - W roll across turning R to end on ptr R.

Shoo Fly Swing - Lead cpl move inside the circle and swing with R hand around. Lead W leaves her ptr and turns her corner with L hand around, returns to ptr with R hand around and con-
CONTINUES L TO NEXT M AND THEN R TO PTR. WHEN LEAD CPL REACHES FOURTH CPL, THE 2ND M TAKES HIS PTR AND BEGINS THE R AND L REEL. EACH CPL CONTINUE FIGURE UNTIL THEY ARE BACK AT HOME.
NOTE: WHILE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CIRCLE, M TURNS NO OTHER W BUT HIS PTR.

BASKET - W DROP HANDS WITH M, MOVE TWD CTR OF CIRCLE, JOIN HANDS AND CIRCLE L. M JOIN HANDS AND CIRCLE R. REVERSE CIRCLES, M GOING L AND W R. M STEP TO PTR L, RAISE JOINED HANDS OVER W HEADS AND IN FRONT OF W WAIST. CIRCLE CONTINUES TO MOVE L. M RAISE HANDS OVER W HEADS AND BACK TO PLACE WHILE W RAISE JOINED HANDS OVER M HEADS AND BEHIND THEIR BACKS. CIRCLE CONTINUES TO MOVE L. BREAK AND SWING YOUR PTR.

II. BODY - SMALL CIRCLE FIGURES

AS REQUIRED

COMPOSE THE BODY OF THE DANCE FROM THE FOLLOWING FIGURES. USE THE FIRST FIGURE TO MOVE ODD CPLS ON BETWEEN FIGURES FOR MIXING.

ODD COUPLE OUT TO THE EVEN COUPLE

SINGLE CIRCLE OF CPLS, DESIGNATED ODD AND EVEN BEFORE DANCE BEGINS. ODD CPLS MOVE OUT TO EVEN CPLS ON R, JOIN HANDS AND CIRCLE L.

REVERSE CIRCLE.

RIGHT HANDS ACROSS

M JOIN R HANDS, W JOIN R HANDS, AND ALL WALK FWD. REVERSE DIRECTION, JOINING L HANDS.

DUCK FOR THE OYSTER

HANDS JOINED WITH EVEN CPL, ODD CPL DUCK UNDER ARCH FORMED BY THE EVEN CPL AND BACK TO PLACE. EVEN CPL DUCK UNDER ARCH FORMED BY ODD CPL AND BACK TO PLACE. ODD CPL DUCK UNDER ARCH, ODD M DROP R HAND AND GO L, ODD W GO R, PULLING EVEN CPL THROUGH UNDER THEIR OWN ARMS. CIRCLE L ONCE AROUND, SWING OPP W, THEN SWING PTR.

TAKE A LITTLE PEAK

CIRCLE L, CIRCLE R. ODD CPL SEPARATE, PEAK AT EACH OTHER AROUND THE EVEN CPL. RETURN TO PLACE AND SWING PTR. SEPARATE AND PEAK ONCE MORE, BACK TO PLACE, AND ALL CPLS SWING PTRS.

BIRDIE IN THE CAGE

CIRCLE L, CIRCLE R. ODD W MOVE INTO CTR OF CIRCLE, SIX HANDS JOINED AROUND HER, CIRCLING L. ODD W MOVES BACK INTO HER POS IN THE CIRCLE, WHILE ODD M (CROW) MOVES TO CTR OF CIRCLE. M MOVE OUT TO POS AND ALL CIRCLE L.

FOUR LEAF CLOVER

CIRCLE L, CIRCLE R. EVEN CPL MAKE AN ARCH. ODD CPL DUCK UNDER ARCH AND TURN AWAY FROM OTHERS, PASSING THEIR JOINED HANDS OVER THEIR OWN HEADS, FORMING THE CLOVER LEAF. ODD CPL ARCH, EVEN CPL DUCK UNDER, AND ALL CIRCLE L. SWING THE OPP LADY, THEN SWING YOUR PTR.

CHASE THAT RABBIT


BASKET

CIRCLE L, CIRCLE R. M REACH ACROSS JOINING HANDS. W JOIN HANDS UNDER GENTS. M RAISE HANDS OVER THE W HEAD, AND W RAISE HANDS OVER THE M HEAD, FORMING A BASKET WITH HANDS JOINED AT WAIST LEVEL. CIRCLE CONTINUES TO MOVE L THROUGHOUT FIGURE. BREAK AND SWING YOUR OPP, SWING YOUR PTR.

"ODD COUPLE OUT TO THE EVEN COUPLE.
CIRCLE L, NOW THE OTHER WAY BACK."

"RIGHT HANDS ACROSS AND HOWDY DO,
BACK WITH THE L AND HOW ARE YOU?"

"DUCK FOR THE OYSTER, DIVE FOR THE OYSTER,
DUCK RIGHT THROUGH AND ROLL IT AROUND.
CIRCLE L, ONCE AROUND,
SWING YOUR OPP LADY,
SWING YOUR OWN."

"CIRCLE TO THE L, CIRCLE TO THE R,
ROUND THAT CPL AND TAKE A LITTLE PEAK,
BACK TO THE CTR AND SWING YOUR SWEET,
ROUND THAT CPL AND PEAK ONCE MORE,
BACK TO THE CTR AND SWING ALL FOUR."

"CIRCLE TO THE L, AND BACK TO THE R,
BIRDIE IN THE CAGE, SIX HANDS AROUND.
BIRDIE HOPE OUT, CROW HOPE IN,
SIX HANDS UP AND YOU'RE GONE AGAIN.
CROW HOPE OUT AND HOPS ON A LIMB,
CIRCLE TO THE L, YOU'RE GONE AGAIN."

"CIRCLE L AND BACK TO THE R,
ODD, DUCK RIGHT UNDER FOR A FOUR LEAF
CLOVER AND TURN ON OVER,
ODD ARCH AND EVEN GO UNDER,
CIRCLE L,
SWING YOUR OPP LADY,
NOW SWING YOUR OWN."

"CIRCLE TO THE L, NOW BACK TO THE R,
CHASE THAT RABBIT, CHASE THAT SQUIRREL,
CHASE THAT PRETTY GIRL AROUND THE WORLD,
CHASE THAT POSsum, CHASE THAT 'COON,
CHASE THAT BIG BOY 'ROUND THE ROOM.
CIRCLE TO THE L,
SWING YOUR OPP, THEN SWING YOUR OWN."

"CIRCLE TO THE L AND BACK TO THE R,
RIGHT HANDS ACROSS,
LADIES BES, GENTS KNOW HOW.
CIRCLE L,
BREAK AND SWING YOUR OPP,
NOW SWING YOUR OWN."
Ladies Chain -
Circle L, circle R. W move to the ctr, joining R hands and passing by. W join L hands with the opp M, who places his R hand in the small of her back and moving fwd turns her around to place. W chain back, turning to place in the same manner with ptr. Swing the opp W, swing your ptr.

Georgia Rang Tang -
Circle L, circle R. At home pos turn opp with R hand all the way around. Turn ptr with L hand. Repeat turn with opp and turn with ptr. Swing opp, swing ptr.

"Circle L and back to place,
Two ladies chain,
Chain the over and chain right back,
Swing your opp,
Swing your own."

"Circle L, circle R.
Georgia Rang Tang.
Swing your opp,
Swing your own."

III. CLOSING - BIG CIRCLE FIGURES
As required
Select from Part I suitable figures for Closing.

TYPICAL BIG CIRCLE DANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opening or Big Circle Figures</th>
<th>Body, Small Circle Figures</th>
<th>Closing, Big Circle Figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circle L, Circle R</td>
<td>Odd Couple Out to the Even Cpl</td>
<td>Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single File</td>
<td>Birdie in the Cage</td>
<td>Circle L, Circle R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Right and Left</td>
<td>Odd Couple On to the Next</td>
<td>Basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing, Promenade</td>
<td>Birdie in the Cage</td>
<td>Swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen's Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td>London Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td>Promenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle L, Circle R</td>
<td></td>
<td>Swing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>